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Chapter I

What is KGW Logistics?

KGW is an award winning leading logis-
tics solution company with global repre-
sentatives offering a complete array of 
logistic services and solutions. We offer 
multiple services that facilitate the move-
ments of parts and materials from suppli-
ers to manufacturers and finished prod-
ucts from manufacturers to distributors 
and retailers.

The key to our success is that we empha-
sise on giving a more personal touch to our 
clients’ supply chain needs rather than just 
focusing on the hardware.

What is the vision for 
your company?
Our company’s vision is to be the partner-of-
choice for logistic needs. We aim to achieve 
this by creating a logistics advantage for 
our clients, and to provide them with the 
supply chain resources they need to become 
or remain leaders in their industries.

We go to great lengths to find solutions that 
truly benefit our clients, as we believe that 
by helping our clients to be successful, we 
will be successful too.

What inspired you to 
take the first step into 
entrepreneurship?

To me, being an entrepreneur is much more 
than just running a business or making 
profits. To be a truly successful entrepre-
neur means to be able to improve and add 
value to peoples’ life. It is this belief of mine 
that inspired me to take the first step into 
entrepreneurship.

Why did you choose to 

go into this industry?

After graduating from University Malaya 
in 2003, I worked for a Hong Kong based 
logistics company. The opportunities and 
experiences that I got from there were the 
stepping stones to my career, and I am 
thankful for that.

After about two years of working, I decided 
to take a short break from work. I spent three 
months learning how to play golf (unsuc-
cessfully), and then I decided that it’s time 
to start something on my own. Naturally, 
with the experience and knowledge that 
I had, I decided to set up a logistics com-
pany. At that time, the industry was still 
run in a very traditional way, but with a 
youthful belief, I decided that I can be the 
change that the logistics industry needed.

Tell us how you’ve seen 
the industry grow since 
you began the company.

As I said, most of the logistics companies 
back then were involved in more tradi-
tional side of the industry – shipping, for-
warding, custom clearance, and so forth. 
The industry grew in tandem with the 
manufacturing and export industry then, 
and continues to evolve into many forms 
today. From exporting containers loaded 
with rubber gloves to doing the last mile 
fulfilment for a dress purchase online, the 
logistics and supply chain industry today 
covers a very wide spectrum. The growth 
of e-commerce will continue to see an evo-
lution of this industry

When I first started the company 13 years 
ago, hardly anyone outside of the industry 
knew much about it. And at that time logis-
tics is not the sexy industry it is now – a lot 
of young people didn’t even know what a 
shipping container was. Today, there are a 
number of colleges and universities offering 
supply chain and logistics courses, so much 
so that we are able to choose some of the 
brightest ones to join us and help us grow. 
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KGW has also signed MOUs with local uni-
versities to help develop their courses and 
provide internship opportunities.

For us being in the service line, contin-
uously being able to have young bright 
talents joining us and helping us grow is 
one of the best recent development for us.

How have you felt the 
company has grown 
since you started?

In term of size, we started off with only 
two people – my first staff and myself – in 
a very tiny office. Right now, apart from 
having two offices in Malaysia, we have 
our own set-up in Singapore, Vietnam and 
USA and a partnership in China.

What has remained constant, though, is our 
vision – from the first day that we started 
until now, our vision to be the preferred 
partner for our client logistics needs, and 
to create a logistics advantage for them 
have remain the same.

Chapter II

Tell us about the 
supportive figures in 
your personal life.

Being an entrepreneur can sometimes be 
very stressful and time consuming. I am 
grateful to have an understanding wife 
that supports me in everything I do, and 
three lovely children that have always been 
able to brighten up even my darkest days.

How about the 
supportive figures in your 
business life. Did you 
have mentors, advisors 
or investors? How did 
they impact the way you 
run your business?

For the last nearly 10 years, I have a group 
of close friends that are also entrepreneurs 
themselves, and we meet monthly to share 
experiences and to learn from each other. 
Thanks to their sharing, I am a better entre-
preneur today compared to when I first 
started. My coach, Grace, has also had a 
great influence on me. With her coaching, I 
am able to delve deeper into myself and find 
better ways to run and grow the company.

And most importantly, I am also blessed 
with a great team that is always with me 
through all the ups and downs. They are the 
ones who help me implement all my ideas 
and help me realise my vision. For some 
companies, it might be just a fancy tagline 
about how important their people are, but 

for us without our people, we will not be 
anywhere near where we are today. For me, 
having the right people on board is always 
more important than having physical assets.

What have you learned 
on your entrepreneurial 
journey?

I’ve learnt that hard work and determina-
tion always beat luck and talent. I believe 
that if we are determined and we work 
hard enough, we will make our own luck. 
I have also learned that as an entrepreneur, 
I need to constantly push myself out of my 
comfort zone in order to stay competitive.

What advice would you 
give if you could talk to 
yourself when you first 
started and why?

It would be to talk less and listen more. 
And if I had also allowed myself to delegate 
more work out and not to micromanage 
too much during the early years, I believe 
that our organisation would have grown 
much faster. The final advice for myself 
would be to work even harder.

How have you grown 
as a person since you 
started your career?

From a youthful leader who is impatient 
for results, I have become a more experi-
enced and mature leader, who is still impa-
tient for results. I always feel that we can 
do things faster, more efficiently and with 
even better results – this has not changed 
with age. I do believe that I have grown 
more patient with age, but I still have no 
patience for dishonest and arrogant people.

For someone who thought I knew everything 
when I was younger, I now believe there is 
still so many things I have not learned yet. 
This explains the constant need to continue 

to learn more and improve myself right now.

Today, I listen more, delegate more and try 
to have more effective one-on-one commu-
nication with my team.

Chapter III

What are you most 
proud of achieving in 
your company so far?

It’s very gratifying to see the people in my 
organisation grow with the company. I feel 
most proud whenever members of our team 
who have been with us for a while measure 
their progress to their first day, and realise 
how much of a success they have become. The 
success of our people is so much more impor-
tant than all the awards that we have won.

How did you manage to 
achieve it?
It’s hard to create the right team of people 
compared to, let’s say, building more ware-
houses or getting more trucks. For hard-
ware investment, the biggest issue obvi-
ously is capital, but developing the right 
team would need more than just capital 
investment – we will also need to spend 
a lot of time and have a lot of patience.

Our strategy for this is two-fold, we are 
constantly taking in fresh young blood 
who are able to bring in new ideas, at 
the same time continue to push existing 
staff to keep improving themselves. This 
is either by training, attending seminars 
or through one-to-one coaching. Plus, a 
lot of our younger staff have commented 
that in KGW, our senior team members 
are always prepared to mentor, train and 
guide them, while also giving them a lot 
of opportunities to grow.

How has that 
achievement impacted 

your personal and 
business growth?

The success and continued development 
of our people is a very important part of 
our growth strategy. At KGW Logistics, 
we believe that we are only as good as our 
people. Our successes and growth for the 
past 13 years link back to the principle that 
‘people are our most valuable asset.’ This 
stands true today more than ever. Our suc-
cess as an organisation, and the progress 
we have made in the logistics industry is 
the result of the work, dedication and com-
mitment of our employees. Our people are 
the ones who deliver this commitment in 
the work they do every day. By turning 
passionate employees into trusted brand 
ambassadors, we will bring our strongest 
asset and our most vocal internal advocates 
in direct contact with our customer base.

What has the company 
planned for the future, 
and what steps are you 
taking to achieve it?

The logistics and supply chain is a huge 
industry, and we will continue to explore 
more opportunities for growth so that we 
can continue to provide a platform for our 
people to grow along with us. We will con-
tinue to provide a great platform for our 
people to fulfill their potential with us. I 
believe if we continue to be successful in 
developing our people, we will continue 
to grow and move our organisation in the 
direction that we want.

We have a few short- to mid-term plans 
lined up, and they all have only one objec-
tive - that is that we must be able to add 
more values to everyone, from our clients 
to our suppliers, and also to our own peo-
ple. As mentioned, our main objective will 
always be the same as it has always been: 
to continue to create more value, and to 
offer competitive logistics advantages for 
our clients. And as the world continues to 
change profoundly, so too must we change 
the way we deliver on that value proposition.

Moving forward, we continue to strive 
to redefine what it means to be a leading 
logistics company - not only in Malaysia 
but also throughout the greater South East 
Asia region.

Where do you see your 
company in ten years’ 
time?

Again, I believe that the success of my peo-
ple is as important as my own success, if not 
more. As a leader, it is my duty to ensure 
this. In ten years’ time, I would love to see 
that I have successfully lead all my people 
to fulfil their fullest potential. I would also 
love to have offices in all the major cities 
in South East Asia by then.


